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I-V Curve Fitting Using the Single-Level Tunneling Transport Model
In this study, the I-V characteristics of nanogap electrodes after immersion in 1,4-benzenedithiol (BDT) solution were investigated using the single-level tunneling transport model. 1, 2 In this model, the observed current I(V) is given by ,
where N is the number of BDT molecules, ε 0 is the energy of the molecular orbital involved in the charge-transfer process, and Γ L and Γ R are the coupling strengths between the molecular wire and the left and right Au electrodes, respectively. S. Kaneko et al. used this model to fit the experimental I-V curves measured using the mechanically controlled break-junction method, 2 in which the number of bridged molecular wires can be controlled. They investigated a single bridged BDT molecule (Fig. S1a) , and N was defined as 1. However, in this study, because the number of BDT molecules was unclear, N was added to Eq. (2). The integral number of N was calculated by dividing the observed conductance by the conductance of a single BDT molecule. When N was below 1, N was defined as 1.
According to the strict definition, because the conductance of a single Au-BDT-Au junction varies from 10 −4 G 0 to 0.1G 0 under different experimental conditions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , this N is not accurate bridging BDT number but the smallest bridging number which can be considered. Moreover, each Au-BDT-Au junction which is contains of nonbridging junction like as Because one side of coupling energy of nonbridging Au-BDT-Au junction is quite smaller than that of bridging Au-BDT-Au junction, large differences in conductance are expected between bridging and nonbridging Au-BDT-Au junctions. We assumed that the observed conductance preferentially contains of the contribution of bridging parts if the observed electrode had mixtures of the configurations shown in Fig. S1b and S1c. In addition, the distribution of ε 0 has a single peak in three types of high-, middle-, and low-conductance Au-BDT-Au junction and coupling of Γ L and Γ R has an individual single peak with the three types of that in the previously study 2 . Therefore, it is expected that fitting parameters of the largest conductance condition are preferentially estimated from experimental I-V curves. Using this assumption, we fitted the observed current using the single-level tunneling transport model [Eq. (2)]. Fig. 4a and 4b . In the fitted curves, N was set at 8 and 1 for the process voltages of 8 and 16 V, respectively. However, accurate BDT numbers are not unclear and might be different to accurate BDT number as mentioned above. If bridging BDT contains lower conductance bridging, actual bridging number will be larger than N. In addition, when all BDT molecules are not bridged, as in Figure  S1 (c), the number of BDT molecules affecting the I-V curve is large. Fig. S2c shows the dependences of the fitting parameters on N. The fitting parameters were estimated from the I-V curves shown in Fig. S2a and S2b using the single-level tunneling transport model (Eq. (2)). Γ clearly decreased when N increased, whereas ε 0 hardly changed with N. This indicates that the value of ε 0 is reliable regardless of the value of N used. Therefore, we mainly discussed ε 0 in the main article. 
I-V Curve Fitting Using Tunneling Equation
In this study, the I-V characteristics of nanogap electrodes were investigated using the tunneling equation. 11 In this model, the observed current I(V) is given by ,
where I(V) is tunnelling current; e = 1.60 × 10 −19 ; h = 6.62 × 10 −34 ; m = 9.11 × 10 −31 ; and V, d, A, and  denote the applied voltage, the gap width, the tunnelling emission area, and the barrier height, respectively. Fig. S3a , S3b, and S3c shows the typical experimental and fitted I-V curves of nanogap electrodes fabricated with process voltages of 8, 10, and 12 V, respectively. These I-V curves were selected in Fig. 2a . Table S1 
